The Deese-Roediger-McDermott (DRM) paradigm examines false memory by introducing words associated with a non-presented 'critical lure' as memoranda, which typically causes the lures to be remembered as frequently as studied words. Our prior work has shown enhanced veridical memory and reduced misinformation effects when arousal is induced after learning (i.e., during memory consolidation). These effects have not been examined in the DRM task, or with signal detection analysis, which can elucidate the mechanisms underlying memory alterations. Thus, 130 subjects studied and then immediately recalled six DRM lists, one after another, and then watched a 3-min arousing (n = 61) or neutral (n = 69) video. Recognition tested 70 min later showed that arousal induced after learning led to better delayed discrimination of studied words from (a) critical lures, and (b) other non-presented 'weak associates.' Furthermore, arousal reduced liberal response bias (i.e., the tendency toward accepting dubious information) for studied words relative to all foils, including critical lures and 'weak associates.' Thus, arousal induced after learning effectively increased the distinction between signal and noise by enhancing access to verbatim information and reducing endorsement of dubious information. These findings provide important insights into the cognitive mechanisms by which arousal modulates early memory consolidation processes.
Introduction
Memories are not snapshots of events that individuals have experienced (Bartlett, 1932) . In fact, some things are better remembered than others, while some recollections are distorted or inaccurate. The Deese-Roediger-McDermott (DRM; Deese, 1959; Roediger & McDermott, 1995) paradigm demonstrates this distinction, providing an experimental framework to elicit and assess the activation of false memory traces while also assessing veridical memory. In this task, lists of related words constructed around a specific, but non-presented theme word (i.e., ''critical lure"), are studied. The critical lures are frequently misremembered on a later recognition test as having been previously studied (Deese, 1959; Roediger & McDermott, 1995) .
The degree to which words on a list are associated with a critical lure, also known as their associative strength, is particularly important to how the dominant theories explain the DRM phenomenon. The activation-monitoring theory and the fuzzy-trace theory, each a ''dual process" theory of false memory, make similar predictions regarding how the DRM paradigm is able to foment false memories. In activation-monitoring theory (Roediger, Watson, McDermott, & Gallo, 2001) , it is proposed that studying the associates causes spreading activation that ultimately activates the lure within semantic networks. This leads to a source monitoring error during testing whereby individuals believe that the critical lure was studied when it is actually new. Activation-monitoring theory is supported by findings of increased false memory when there is greater associative strength within word lists, and findings that DRM lists produce more false memory than categorized lists, where gist is high, but associative strength is lower (see Gallo, 2010) . With fuzzy-trace theory, it is proposed that information is encoded into two distinct memory traces: one verbatim and one gist (e.g., Brainerd, Reyna, & Kneer, 1995) . Verbatim traces contain item-specific information representing the subjective experience of encoding, while gist traces represent common semantic attributes amongst the encoded words. The critical lures from DRM themes are strong gist traces that readily create false memories. Fuzzy trace theory is supported by false memory occurring for perceptually similar but unfamiliar or unknown pictures and objects that have no pre-existing semantic associations, and through the
